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Parents of the abducted Nigerian schoolgirls have criticised the president's plan to meet the negotiator of the militants that took the girls, saying it will not change the conditions of their release. "What we need to focus on is to deliver the girls back," said the group's mother, Margeret
Uwajumogu. "They are our children, even though they were not born on our soil. We should all worry about their safety and the safety of their return, because that's what matters. We cannot afford to be distracted." Ms Uwajumogu said the president should concentrate on defeating Boko Haram

instead of spending his time in dealing with other matters. Nigeria's first lady, Aisha Buhari, said she was saddened by the girls' abduction and the inability of the government to get them back. She said it was important to focus on their return. "The president has sent a message to the
abductors to bring them back alive, to give them the respect that they deserve as human beings," she said. "But you cannot have two wars going at the same time, you can't have this war and you can't have our economy at the same time. "We need to focus on our economy, our oil, because

we are the key to the country. "The best way of bringing our children back home is to deal with the issue of Boko Haram, because as I said, they are dangerous; the worst kind of criminals and they kill innocent people, children, women, and men, and they kill their own parents." Negotiated
hostage release has been used twice by the government after recent kidnappings, and Mrs Buhari said negotiations were being planned. "We are in the process of setting up the process so we can even put them out of business," she said. "We must put people in a position where they feel a
sense of fear, because if that sense of fear doesn't exist, they will not negotiate." One of the kidnappers has reportedly agreed to hand over the girls in exchange for a $150m ransom, in which each girl is to be paid $20,000. The militants are demanding that the government put Boko Haram

leader Abubakar Shekau on trial for killing Mr Chibok in April 2014, an act that sparked a wave of protests across the country and forced the group to change its name
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